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Abstract—Online interaction behavior between web users
often makes some events go viral. Popularity prediction of events
is a key task in many security related applications. It forecasts
how widely events would spread based on the information of
evolution at an early stage. Existing methods either rely on
careful feature engineering, or solely consider time series,
ignoring rich information of user and text content. In this paper,
we attempt to extract and fuse the rich information of text
content, user and time series in a data-driven fashion. To this end,
we design a popularity prediction model based on deep neural
networks, which uses three encoders to extract high-level
representation of text content, users and time series respectively.
In addition, we incorporate attention mechanism to make our
model focus on important features. Experiments on real world
dataset show the effectiveness of our proposed model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The development of social media makes interactions
between people more easily and thus some events can spread
through the Internet more quickly than ever before. The social
media platform can be an opportunity or a disaster for public
management, business at the same time. For example, public
opinion of can make a company become famous overnight, or
make the stock price of a company decline sharply. Moreover,
the spread of controversial events can cause misunderstanding
and distrust between people and government. Thus, analyzing
the popularity spread of social media events has become a
critical task for many security-related applications.
Predicting the popularity of social media events can help
measure the impact of threats and the need of citizens [1]. It
can also help better decision making by knowing the
emergency events about natural disasters, terrorisms, crimes,
and many others. However, popularity prediction is not a trivial
task. Firstly, the amount of users and tweets in social media is
huge. Secondly, there are many informal expressions, word
morphs in social media, which makes the data very noisy.
Thirdly, there are missing data on the social media platform.
To address the aforementioned challenges, in this paper, we
propose a deep neural network model to predict the popularity
of social media events, which jointly models the users
engaging the events, text contents of the events as well as
popularity evolving information at an early stage. Our method
maps words and users into a lower dense space by considering
word context and the structure of user graph respectively. It

then extracts high-level representation of features automatically
using a multi-layer neural network. To make the model focus
on the most important features, the attention mechanism is also
introduced in our proposed model.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we
propose a neural network based popularity prediction model
that considers text content, user and popularity time series
information for social media events; (2) to make the model
focus on the most important features, we introduce the
attention mechanism in our proposed model to further improve
the prediction performance; (3) we use a large social media
event dataset to show the effectiveness of our proposed
popularity prediction model.
II. RELATED WORK
One branch of popularity prediction method focuses on
feature design. [2] extracts topics, user and time series features,
and uses different machine learning model to predict the topic
popularity in the future days. [3] predicts the popularity of
hashtags at next day, using features include the divergence of
language models of the event and all tweets at that day, 20
dimension topic distribution et.al. A major drawback of these
methods is they usually require domain knowledge and careful
engineering to design useful features for prediction.
Another branch seeks for explaining the formation of the
popularity. [4] simulates the spreading process of the events,
which models user interest by topic distribution of their tweets
and uses cosine similarity between topic distributions of users
and events to compute the interest of users towards the events.
Much related work models the spread of the content as a
probabilistic process [5]. [6] is state of the art of these methods.
It uses Hawkes process to model the spreading process of
events, then uses both learned parameters and other features to
train a random forest model. These above models elegantly
explain the formation process of popularity, however, most of
these works only use time series information, and ignore the
user and text content information, except for [6] using a hybrid
method.
Deep neural networks (DNN) has beaten records in many
tasks, such as computer vision and speech recognition[7].
Motivated by the successful application of DNN in the above
fields, we propose an attention-based neural network model to
learn high-level representations for text content, user and
popularity time series information and combine these
representations as features for popularity prediction.
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III. ATTENTION-BASED NEURAL POPULARITY PREDICTION
METHOD
A. Problem Formulation
We define popularity as the number of tweets related to an
event. Considering most applications of popularity prediction
do not care about the accurate value of popularity, we
transform the popularity prediction task to predicting whether
the future popularity of an event will exceed a given threshold.
Specifically, given an event H, we observe the event during
time period [ , + ], including related tweets, authors of
the tweets as well as the publication timestamps of the tweets,
where is the publication time of the first tweet related to the
event, t measures how long we observe. Denote the number
to + as , where t
of tweets about event H from
represents how long we want to predict. Our goal is to predict
whether will exceed threshold δ.

User encoder. Each user U is represented as a low
dimension vector using node2vec[10], which encodes the
structure and community information of the users in the
network. Then we use convolutional neural network (CNN)
and an attention layer to get a higher level representation of
users. Specifically, we aggregate the user representation in
each set of filters by introducing attention mechanism v =
(
([ , , … , ])). K sets of filters would produce K
and these K vectors are combined into one
vectors v , , …
vector v = [ , , … , ].
Time series encoder. We divide the early observation time
[ , + ] into time windows with fixed length . Each
time widow corrsponds to one feature vector, denoted as .
The feature vector includes number of tweets at this time
window, average and maximum follower number of authors of
these tweets. Thus the whole time series is represented as
[ , , … , ] . We again use the bidirectional GRU and
attention mechanism to map this sequence of feature vector to
the
representation
of
time
series,
i.e.
=
(
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B. Neural Popularity Prediction Model
Our neural popularity prediction model is composed of four
parts, namely, text content encoder, user encoder, time series
encoder and the fusing layer. The above three encoders are to
learn text, user and time series representation from data
respectively, while the fusing layer combines features
produced by these three encoders, and outputs prediction
results.
Text content encoder. We use a hierarchical neural
network to obtain word, tweet and event representations. At
in a tweet into a low
word level, we embed each word
dimension vector x using glove[8], which is a widely used
word embedding model. Then we use bidirectional Gated
Recurrent Units (GRU) to get representation of words. A
bidirectional GRU map a sequence to another sequence, i.e.
( , ,…,
) , where each ℎ
ℎ ,ℎ ,…,ℎ =
summarizes the context information of word . To get the
representation of a tweet, we introduce the attention
mechanism[9] to extract and aggregate the most import states
for popularity prediction. This operation produce one single
vector by weighted summing the sequence of vectors, which

Fusing layer. Above encoded text content, users and time
series representations are concatenated into one feature vector
after batch normalization[11]. A dense layer would encode the
feature further. Then a sigmoid function is used to produce
popularity prediction result.
C. Optimization
We use cross-entropy as our loss function, i.e. =
(1 − )). Here, and is
+ (1 − )
−∑ (
the true label and predict result of i-th sample respectively.
We adopt Adagrad to optimize the model, which is a widely
used optimization method.
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IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT
A. Dataset and Experiment Setting
The dataset was collected using Twitter public API1 from
Aug. 9, 2016 to Dec. 10, 2016. Users usually use a hashtag to
denote the event they discuss, but sometimes one event may
correspond to several hashtags. Thus, we merge the hashtags
that differ in case only and take every merged hashtag as an
event. The observe time t is set to 1, 6, 12 or 24 hours, and
prediction time is 7 days. The top 20% most popular events are
considered as popular events, and we randomly sample the
same number of events from the rest events as unpopular
events. The training set contains 80% events in first three
months, and the validation set contains the other 20% events,
and test set contains each event at the last month. We use
accuracy as our metric.
TABLE I.

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF THE DATASET

Attributes

#events

#tweets

Statistics

117,603

38,255,917

avg. #tweets
per event
325

max #tweets
per event
234,944

B. Baseline methods
We compare our method to the following baseline methods
using our dataset. (1) M-1 [2]: It mainly uses lexicon features,
associated with a few user, user interaction and time series
features to predict popularity. (2) M-2 [3]: It proposes many
novel features based on language model, network structure and
time series to predict popularity. (3) Hawkes [6]: It models
popularity dynamics as Hawk process, then combine Hawk
process parameters, a few user and text content features to
predict popularity.
The following variations of our model are also taken as
baseline methods. (1) TCE (Text Content Encoder): It only
uses features produced by text content encoder to predict
popularity. (2) UE (User Encoder): It only uses features
produced by user encoder to predict popularity. (3) TSE (Time
Series Encoder): It only uses features produced by time series
encoder to predict popularity. (4) NPP-NA: It removes
attention mechanism from our neural popularity prediction
model.
C. Results
Table II shows the experimental results of the above
baseline methods and our neural popularity prediction model.
We can see that our neural popularity prediction model
outperforms all the baseline methods. All models have lower
accuracy when the observed time is short because there is little
information for popularity prediction. The time series encoder
has the lowest accuracy when the observed time is 1 hour. It is
because that we separate observed time into fixed length
time windows, which may lose too much information when
observed time is very short. Our text content encoder, time
series encoder has better accuracy than M-1, M-2 and Hawkes
when the observed time is 12 or 24 hours. It shows that our
encoders has powerful representation ability. When there
exists enough information, they can outperform models using
rich features. Combining three encoders, we can get a 2-3%
accuracy improvement. By adding attention mechanism, we
1

https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview

can further improve the accuracy, which shows the power of
attention mechanism.
TABLE II.
Methods
M-1
M-2
Hawkes
TCE
UE
TSE
NPP-NA
NPP

ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS
Observed Time(hours)

1
0.612
0.633
0.590
0.618
0.607
0.507
0.615
0.651

6
0.653
0.701
0.669
0.687
0.685
0.679
0.704
0.723

12
0.682
0.728
0.709
0.731
0.727
0.721
0.755
0.764

24
0.722
0.781
0.749
0.786
0.779
0.793
0.809
0.818

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose an attention-based neural
popularity prediction model for social media events. The
proposed method learns high-level representations of text
content, users and time series in a data-driven approach. Also,
the attention mechanism is introduced to make the model focus
on the important features for popularity prediction. For
evaluation, we conduct experiments using Twitter dataset, and
experimental results show that our method outperforms the
baseline methods.
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